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BACKGROUND  
Around the world, and for many years, students have struggled to learn to program computers. The 
reasons for this are poorly understood by their lecturers. 
PURPOSE 
When the intuitions of many skilled lecturers have failed to solve a pedagogical problem, then a 
systematic research programme is needed.  We have implemented a research programme based on 
three elements: (1) a theory that provides an organising conceptual framework, (2) representative data 
on how the class performs on formative assessment tasks, and (3) microgenetic data from one-on-one 
think aloud sessions, to establish why students struggle with some of the formative tasks. 
DESIGN / METHOD  
We have adopted neo-Piagetian theory as our organising framework. We collect data by two methods.  
The first method is a series of small tests that we have students complete during lectures, at roughly 
two week intervals. These tests did not count toward the students’ final grade, which affords us the 
opportunity to ask unusual questions that probe at the boundaries of student understanding.  Think 
aloud sessions are the second data collection method, in which a small number of selected, volunteer 
students attempt problems similar to the problems in the in-class tests. 
RESULTS  
The results in this paper serve to illustrate our research programme rather than answer a single, tight 
research question. These illustrative results focus upon one very simple type of programming question 
that was put to students, very early in their first programming subject.  That simple question required 
students to write code to swap the values in two variables (e.g., temp = a; a = b; b = temp).  
The common intuition among programming lecturers is that students should be able to easily solve 
such a problem by, say, week 4 of semester. On the contrary, we found that 40% of students in a 
class at one of the participating institutions answered this question incorrectly in week 4 of semester. 
CONCLUSIONS 
What is emerging from this research programme is evidence for three different ways in which students 
reason about programming, which correspond to the first three neo-Piagetian stages (Lister, 2011).  In 
the lowest and least sophisticated stage, known as the sensorimotor stage, novices exhibit two types 
of problems: (1) misconceptions that are already well known in the literature on novice programmers 
(e.g., Du Boulay, 1989),and/or (2) an approach to manually executing (“tracing”) code that is poorly 
organized and thus error prone.  Novices at the next stage, known as the preoperational stage, can 
correctly trace code, but they cannot reliably reason about a program in terms of abstractions of the 
code (e.g., diagrams).  It is only at the third stage, the concrete operational stage, where students 
begin to exhibit some capacity to reason about code abstractions. However, traditional approaches to 
teaching programming implicitly assume that students begin at the concrete operational stage. 
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Introduction 
It is acknowledged around the world that many university students struggle with learning to 
program (McCracken et al., 2001; McGettrick et al., 2005).  In this paper, we describe how 
we have developed a research programme to systematically study and incrementally 
improve our teaching.  We have adopted a research programme with three elements: (1) a 
theory that provides an organising framework for defining the type of phenomena and data of 
interest, (2) data on how the class as a whole performs on formative assessment tasks that 
are framed from within the organising framework, and (3) data from one-on-one think aloud 
sessions, to establish why students struggle with some of those in-class formative 
assessment tasks.  We teach introductory computer programming, but this three-element 
structure of our research is applicable to many areas of engineering education research. 
Design: Neo-Piagetian Theory of Cognitive Development 
We have adopted neo-Piagetian theory as our organising framework (Morra, Gobbo, Marini, 
& Sheese, 2007). It is a derivative of classical Piagetian theory.  Classical Piagetian theory 
focuses on a child's development of general abstract reasoning skills as they grow older.  
Neo-Piagetian theory instead focusses on people of any age as they acquire increasingly 
abstract forms of reasoning within a specific problem domain.  In neo-Piagetian theory, a 
person may display high abstract reasoning abilities in one domain but not in an unrelated 
domain. Both the classical and neo-Piagetian theories define four stages of cognitive 
development which, from least mature to most mature, are: Sensorimotor, Preoperational, 
Concrete Operational and Formal Operational. These four stages are described below. 
The sensorimotor stage is the first stage of cognitive development. At this stage, the novice 
does not possess or cannot appropriately apply the abstractions needed to reason about a 
particular problem. For example, a novice who is at the sensorimotor stage in Newtonian 
mechanics might in fact reason about a mechanics problem in Aristotelian terms, or might 
not be aware of the appropriate Newtonian concepts to apply. In the context of programming, 
Lister (2011) defined the sensorimotor stage as being exhibited by "students who trace code 
with less than 50% accuracy'' (where ‘trace’ refers to the act of manually executing a piece of 
code with specific initial values, to derive the final values in the variables).  A novice at this 
stage of development in programming can only trace code with considerable effort and for 
this reason such a novice is often disinclined to make use of tracing to solve programming 
problems. When such a novice traces code to find a bug, he/she tends to use ad hoc initial 
variable values, rather than values deliberately chosen to help identify a bug. 
The preoperational stage is next.  At this stage, the novice does possess some appropriate 
abstractions, but these abstractions are fragmented and do not make up a coherent 
understanding of the problem domain.  Such a novice might be able to use a concept when 
specifically told to do so, but may not spontaneously apply that same concept when it is 
appropriate but the novice is not explicitly told to do so, or the preoperational novice may 
apply that concept when (to the expert) it is egregiously inappropriate to do so. In the context 
of programming, according to Lister (2011), preoperational students can trace code, but they 
tend not to abstract from the code to see a meaningful computation performed by that code.  
The preoperational programmer will, for example, struggle to make effective use of the 
relationship between code and a diagram that represents the function of that code.  
The concrete operational stage follows the preoperational stage.  This is the first stage where 
the novice can routinely reason about abstractions of code.  However, this abstract thinking 
is restricted to familiar, real situations, not hypothetical situations (hence the name 
'concrete').  A concrete operational student can write small programs from well defined 
specifications but struggles to write large programs from partial specifications. 
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The formal operational stage is the ultimate stage of Piagetian reasoning.  It is the level at 
which the expert performs.  A person thinking at the formal operational stage can reason 
logically, consistently and systematically.  Formal operational reasoning also requires a 
reflective capacity - the ability to think about one's own thinking within the given problem 
domain.   As this neo-Piagetian stage is expert thinking, and not what we see or test for in 
our students, we will not discuss this stage any further in this paper. 
Method 
In-Class Formative Tests 
We collected in-class test data from students in our lectures. We conduct such tests at 
intervals of approximately two weeks, throughout semester.  In the most recent semester, we 
conducted 9 in-class tests. In each in-class test, students were given a single printed sheet 
(usually double-sided) containing several short tasks.   
In this section we illustrate our use of in-class tests by presenting the second of nine tests 
from the most recent semester. That test, which students completed at week 4, is shown in 
Figure 1. Unlike other tests, this test fitted on one side of the sheet, which is why (because of 
space limitations) this test was chosen as the illustration. In Figure 1, the original test has 
been annotated, to show: (1) the number of students who did the test (i.e. 105); (2) sample 
solutions to the questions (shown in the boxes where students would have handwritten their 
own answers); and (3) the percentage of students who answered each question incorrectly. 
This annotated version of the test was actually given to students as feedback.  
The first question in Figure 1 is intended as a screening question. Its purpose was to 
determine if students understood the fundamentals of variable declaration and assignment.  
A student who has trouble answering this very simple question is probably operating at the 
sensorimotor stage. By this week of semester, most lecturers teaching programming would 
expect that their students could answer this question. 
Question 2 requires students to write code to swap values stored in two variables.  Students 
had been given the same question, but with different variable names, in their first test a week 
earlier. After that first test, the lecturer had discussed the solution to that question.  A student 
who could answer Question 1 in this second test but not answer Question 2 may be 
operating at the preoperational stage. However, students who answer Question 2 correctly 
are not necessarily preoperational, as they may answer this question from memory. 
The last question on the test is an extension of the swapping question and requires code to 
'rotate' the values in four variables. Students had not seen this question before. The intention 
of Question 3 was to see if students who answered Question 2 correctly could then transfer 
their thinking to Question 3.  A student who can answer one of these two questions, but not 
both, is probably operating at the preoperational stage. 
Think Alouds 
When analysing student answers to in-class tests, many assumptions can be made about 
how a student arrived at a particular answer. In order to extract more reliable information 
from students about their reasoning when solving in-class tests, weekly one-on-one think 
aloud sessions were conducted with a small number of volunteer students.   
Ericsson & Simon (1993) advocate think aloud verbal reports as an effective means of data 
collection.  Atman and Bursic (1998) also found that, when studying  the processes of 
students performing engineering design tasks, they were better able to discern mental 
processes from verbal reports rather than from the final products of a design process.  
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Results 
In-class Tests Results 
(Ray) 
 
Figure 1: The in-class formative test used in week 4 of the semester. 
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In the think aloud sessions, the students were not asked to explain or describe what they 
were doing.  To ask them to do so might distract them from solving the task.  Instead, as 
advocated by Ericsson & Simon, students were asked to simply verbalise the information 
they were attending to as they performed the task.   
Our use of think aloud sessions is an example of the microgenetic research method, which is 
defined as having three main properties (Siegler, 2006, p. 469): (1) Observations span the 
period of rapidly changing competence (i.e. a semester), (2) the density of observations is 
high, relative to the rate of change (e.g. weekly think alouds), and (3) observations are 
analysed intensively, to infer the representations and processes used by the students.   
Each think aloud session was digitally captured using a Smartpen and dot paper (LiveScribe, 
2012).  The scripts from these sessions were then processed to produce "pencast" PDFs, 
the audio-synced video contents of which are re-playable using Adobe Acrobat Reader.  
RESULTS  
In-Class Formative Tests 
Table 1 shows a contingency table for Questions 1 and 2. Twelve students answered both 
questions incorrectly, and those students are likely to have been operating at the 
sensorimotor stage. Fifty seven students answered both questions correctly, and those 
students are likely to be reasoning at least at the preoperational stage. It is harder to classify 
the 36 students who answered one of these questions correctly, but not both. However, 30 of 
those students (83%) answered Question 2 incorrectly (even though these students had 
encountered a swapping problem the previous week), which offers statistical support to the 
neo-Piagetian hypothesis that the ability to conduct the sensorimotor task of Question 1 is an 
earlier developmental stage than the preoperational task in Question 2. 
 
 
No. students whose 
answer to Q2 was: 
incorrect correct 
No. students whose 
answer to Q1 was: 
incorrect 12 6 
correct 30 57 
Table 1: A Contingency Table for Questions 1 and 2. (n = 105. χ2 test, p = 0.01) 
Table 2 shows a contingency table for Questions 2 and 3 from the in-class test in Figure 1, 
but only for the 87 students who answered correctly the screening question (i.e. Question 1). 
Of these 87 students, 66 (i.e. 76%) answered questions 2 and 3 consistently. That is, they 
either answered both questions incorrectly or both questions correctly.  The 18 students who 
answered both questions incorrectly are likely to be preoperational, while the 48 students 
who answered both questions correctly are likely to be concrete operational. It is harder to 
classify the remaining 21 students (24%) who answered questions 2 and 3 inconsistently, 
although their inconsistency does suggest they are reasoning preoperationally.   
 
  
No. students whose 
answer to Q2 was: 
incorrect correct 
No. students whose 
answer to Q3 was: 
incorrect 18 9 
correct 12 48 
Table 2: A Contingency Table for Questions 2 and 3. (n = 87. χ2 test, p < 0.001)  
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Figure 2: Bobcat - 1st Attempt 
Line 1 
Line 2 
Clearly, it is not possible to draw many firm conclusions from a single in-class test (apart 
from that a surprising percentage of students struggle on what many lecturers would 
consider to be trivial problems).  Recall, however, that we conducted nine tests of this 
general nature over the duration of our most recent semester. When the data across these 
tests is combined, patterns can be seen, but space limitations do not allow elaboration on 
those patterns. For some further results on in-class tests, we refer the reader to Corney et al. 
(2012).  As discussed in an earlier section, our purpose in presenting the results for this in-
class test is to illustrate the type of research programme we are running. Our aim in this 
paper is not to analyse in-class data in detail, but instead to illustrate how we use a 
combination of in-class tests and think aloud data in our ongoing research programme. 
A Think Aloud Session with Bobcat 
We now describe a think aloud session with a student, which demonstrates why some 
students struggled with the ‘swap’ problem in the in-class test. This student calls himself 
‘Bobcat’ in think aloud sessions, which is not his real name. He is enrolled at a different 
university from where the above in-class test was done. However, this second university is 
also part of our research programme, and we are seeing similar results from in-class tests at 
both universities. At Bobcat’s university, students are taught programming in the Python 
language, whereas the students at the other university are learning Java, but the swapping 
problem is so simple it is almost identical in both languages.   
At the time of this think aloud session, Bobcat was in his fifth week of his first programming 
subject.  He had seen the ‘swap’ problem twice before (but with different variable names). In 
an in-class test in week 2, but he did not even attempt that problem.  The lecturer reviewed 
and explained the solutions for the week 2 test in that same lecture. A similar ‘swap’ problem 
was then given in the week 4 in-class test.  This second time, Bobcat attempted the exercise, 
but provided the following egregiously incorrect solution: 
 first = temp 
 second = first 
Bobcat’s solution shows that he was aware of the need for a temporary storage variable 
(although perhaps he did so from his memory of the week 2 solution), but he demonstrates a 
poor understanding of the swapping process. From his answer to this week 4 in-class test, 
we can only guess what Bobcat was thinking. The following think aloud session with Bobcat 
illustrates how think aloud data complements and enhances the in-class data. 
Bobcat starts his think aloud session by 
slowly and carefully reading the question, 
twice. He mentions needing a 'temp file', 
which we interpret as meaning a temporary 
variable. He then writes the first line shown in 
Figure 2, which correctly assigns the value of 
first to a third variable which he calls ‘temp’.  
He then says: 
Now that's stored away, I can say that ... how am I going to do that?   
Bobcat repeats aloud the one line of code he has written so far, "temp equals first".  
There is a pause in the pencast before he says "I can say second equals..." and he then 
starts to write code to assign some value to second as shown in Figure 2 at Line 2.  There 
is another long pause after which he says "... Now, I've got myself confused here. No."   
Bobcat re-reads the code he has written, adding that "temp is stored away.  Second equals 
<pause> I know I can write this out".  Then he says:  
Yeah, I know that temp's got to get stored away for a temp file...to swap them 
around.  It's just ... why am I being confused? 
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Before writing anything else, Bobcat considers what should be assigned to second.   
If second now equals first, ... how am I going to get first to equal second? 
Then he mutters "second equals temp".  He changes his mind and says "second equals 
first, so that swaps ... so that will mean ...” After another pause, Bobcat is asked by the 
interviewer to explain the purpose of the first line of his code (that is, where he assigns 
first to temp).  Before he answers, Bobcat says that perhaps that first line of code should 
have actually been assigning second's value (not first's) to temp.  (In fact, If Bobcat had 
a good grasp of swapping, he would know it does not matter whether the first line is temp = 
first or temp = second.) 
Again, an intervention by the interviewer prompts for an explanation of his first line of code.  
Bobcat quickly explains it "puts first's value into a temp file so it can't get changed", thus 
clarifying that he believes it is first's value, not temp's value, that is being stored.  He 
further explains: 
If I had said first equals second, and second equals first I'm going to lose the 
value of second.  No I'm going to lose the value of first.  I know how to do this - 
that's the thing! 
Given the extent to which he is struggling, it is surprising that he thinks “I know how to do 
this“.  From our experience with other students in think alouds, who have made a similar 
claim, we suspect these students tend to regard programming as a process of recall.  
At this stage, almost 4 minutes have elapsed since Bobcat started.  Bobcat starts reading his 
code again, explaining it to himself as he goes.  Pausing after Line 1, he decides: 
No, temp should equal second.  I don't know.  I'm really lost in this!  I know how to 
do this.  That's what gets me, I get frustrated and I'm gone!   
Again, the interviewer intervened to ask about the purpose of storing first's value at Line 
1.  Again, Bobcat explained the need to use a temporary variable in order to swap the values 
of two other variables.  The interviewer then provided a prompt to continue that line of 
reasoning:  "Ok so you've stored first, ...?”   
Bobcat now says something that offers a clue to the source of his confusion: 
If I say first equals second, that's going to ...change second and the temp file ... 
because temp ... has the value of first.   
What Bobcast articulated above is a well known novice misconception of how the 
assignment operator “=” works (Du Boulay, 1989). Bobcat thinks (at least some of the time) 
that assignment is like the mathematical symbol “=”, so that (for example) temp = first 
binds the two variables together, so that that the value in the two variables will always be the 
same, and that a subsequent second = first will bind all three variables together.   
After six minutes had elapsed, Bobcat decided to write down a complete attempt at the 
second line of code.  He crossed out his incomplete attempt at the second line and replaced 
it with what is shown at Line 2 in Figure 3. He then continued almost immediately to write the 
third line shown in Figure 3. Those three lines form a correct solution. 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 3: Bobcat - 2nd Attempt 
Line 1 
Line 2 
Line 3 
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Figure 4: Bobcat - Trace 
Line 1 
Line 2 
Line 3 
Line 4 
If Bobcat had written the solution in Figure 3 as his answer to an in-class test, that answer 
would have been marked as correct and we might have incorrectly assumed that he had a 
good understanding of the task.  The think aloud data indicates he does not understand, 
especially when he adds: 
if I say first equals second, why doesn't that change the value of temp, if temp 
equals first?  Now why doesn't temp equal second? ... And that's where I'm lost. 
The interviewer then asks Bobcat to trace his code, using 
initial values of his choosing.  His attempt at doing this at 
first seems misguided, as he starts to record the value of 
first in multiple places, as shown in Figure 4 at Line 4.  
However, after prompting about the type of notation to 
use, Bobcat completes the trace and concludes that his 
code does indeed swap the two variables.  It took Bobcat 
a total of eight and a half minutes to reach this point. 
By articulating at one time his misconception about the assignment operator, but then at a 
later time demonstrating that was able to trace his code, Bobcat illustrates one of the 
features of novice reasoning at the sensorimotor and preoperational stages − over a period 
of time, their reasoning is often not consistent. 
We would not with certainty place any student into a neo-Piagetian category based upon a 
single think aloud task. In this particular task, Bobcat displays aspects of both the 
sensorimotor and preoperational stages – he might possibly be regarded as someone in 
transition from sensorimotor to preoperational. While he does articulate a misconception 
about how variable assignment works (which is evidence of the sensorimotor stage), he is 
able to trace code (albeit with some prompting).  He can explain why there must be a third 
variable, which is evidence of reasoning at the preoperational stage. His eight and a half 
minute struggle to write three lines of code for a swap firmly establishes that he is not yet at 
the concrete operational stage. 
For some further results on think aloud data, on subjects other than Bobcat, we refer the 
reader to Teague, Corney, Ahadi & Lister (2013).   
Conclusions 
The work we describe in this paper is preliminary and ongoing, but our research approach is 
already giving us a better understanding of why many of our students struggle with learning 
to program.  In the traditional introductory programming lecture, the PowerPoint slides are 
peppered with diagrams, in the belief that these abstractions help all students. These 
abstractions probably do help the students who are reasoning at the concrete operational 
stage. However, we now see that these abstractions are of little use to students who are 
reasoning at the sensorimotor or preoperational stages.   We now see that different methods 
of teaching are required for students at the sensorimotor and preoperational stages. 
Sensorimotor students need help correcting misconceptions and help with learning how to 
systematically and reliably trace code. Preoperational students need help with seeing 
abstractions of code. 
Irrespective of exactly what conclusions can be drawn from this preliminary report, this paper 
serves to illustrate an approach to pedagogical change that applies to engineering education 
research in general. We believe that progress on difficult pedagogical problems is slow.  
When a particular aspect of pedagogy has resisted the intuitions of many skilled lecturers, 
over many years, then a single paper, describing a single experiment, is unlikely to deliver 
the solution.  Instead the solution to a difficult pedagogical problem will usually come from 
first putting in place a research programme and then making incremental changes over 
several years, on the basis of research data that is collected and analysed routinely. 
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